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BLAMING GOD 
Before I became a Christian in 1975 I had two 

heroes. One was Lincoln Steffens, the muckrak
ing journalist from the early decades of the twen
tieth century. The other was Clarence Darrow, 
the famous criminal defense lawyer from the 
same period. 

While both men were avowed atheists, this did 
not stop them from blaming God for the unsorry 
plight of America and her people. 

In his 1931 Autobiography, Steffens proudly 
recounted an exchange that he had with an Epis
copal bishop in Los Angeles. "What we want to 
know " Steffens quoted the bishop, "is who 
found~d this system, who started it not only in 
San Francisco and Los Angeles ... but back, way 
back, in the beginning. " 

Steffens answered: 
Oh, I think I see. You want to fix the fault at 

the very start of things .... Most people say it was 
Adam. But Adam, you remember, said it was 
Eve ... And Eve said .. .it was the se1pent. And 
that's where you clergy have stuck ever since. 
You blame the serpent, Satan. Now I come and I 
am trying to show you that it was, it is, the ap
ple. L. Steffens, Autobiography 573-74 (1931). 

In his 1924 plea to save Nathan Leopold and 
Richard Loeb from the gallows for having bru
tally murdered 14-year old Bobby Franks, ?ar
row conceded that his 18 and 19-year old chents 

"had been reared in luxury ... never denied any
thing ... no need of money ... yet they murdered a 
little boy ... without reason." . . 

"Why," asked Darrow, "did they kill little 
Bobby Franks?" 

He answered: 
Not for money, not for spite, not for 

hate .... They killed him because they were made 
that way. Because somewhere in the irifinite 
processes that go to the making up of the boy or 
the man something slipped.... C. Darrow, Attor
ney for the Damned 33, 35 (A. Weinberg, ed. 
1957). 

The Steffens and Darrow legacies are still with 
us. If something goes wrong, then America's 
journalists urge her legislators to fix the. system. 
If the environment doesn't get fixed, of 1f the fix 
does not solve the problem, then the lawyers take 
over with a flock of psychologists ready to place 
the blame on anything other than the wrongdoer. 

In politics, Congress is still tryi~g ~~ elimina~e 
the apple of temptation, with laws hm1tmg. contri
butions to political campaigns and curbmg the 
range of perks paid by lobbyists. 

Even the People have gotten into the act, clam
oring for constitutional amendments requiring a 
balanced budget and limiting the term of office of 
their Representatives and their Senators. 

These kind of reforms have never worked. Af-
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ter each reform, abuse of political office and 
power has remained unabated. Yet the attack on 
the environment of temptation has continued, un
diminished and undeterred. 

In law, the attack on human beings as helpless 
creatures overwhelmed by circumstances has not 
only continued, but escalated. 

As Clarence Page of the Chicago Tribune has 
observed, the "abuse defense" has become the 
defense of choice of defendants and their law-
yers. 

The Menendez brothes excused the shotgun 
slayings of their mom and dad, by claiming that 
they were driven to it by their father's abuse. 
Lorena Bobbitt cut off her husband's penis to 
stop his abusive sexual advances. Colin Fer
guson, driven insane by racism and discrimina
tion, shot to death six, and wounded nineteen 
people on a Long Island commuter train. The 
Virginian-Pilot A17 (Mar. 24, 1994). 

These defenses are as old as Adam and Eve. 
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responsible, anyway. 
Nor was God impressed with Adam's and 

Eve's efforts to blame their external circum
stances as the cause of it all. The testimony of 
the Scriptures was irrefutable: "And God saw 
every thing that he had made, and behold, it was 
very good" (Gen. 1:31). 

Even after the fall, God reaffirmed his position 
that the environment, even though not as He had 
originally created it, was still not the cause of 
wrongdoing. Nor could men excuse their behav
ior because of any fault in their make-up, even 
though now marred by sin. 

Thus, God spoke to Cain, before he murdered 
his brother, Abel: "If thou doest well, shalt thou 
not be accepted? And, if thou doest not well, sin 
lieth at the door. And unto thee shall be his de
sire, and thou shalt rule over him" (Gen. 4:7). 
(Emphasis added.) 

Notwithstanding this warning, Cain still mur
dered Abel. If Cain were defended in an Ameri-

Adam excused can court today, 
his having vio- Don't blame the lawyers. They're just doing one could easily 
lated God's their job. Blame society. anticipate the 
command not to We set the standards. defense. 
eat of the tree of Clarence Page - March 24, 1994 A psycholo-
the knowledge '---------------------------~gist would take 
of good and evil by blaming Eve, making it clear the stand, offering the following expert opinion: 
that the fault was God's, not his: "The woman Cain grew up under an abusive Father who arbi
whom thou gavest to be with me, she gave me of trarily favored his brother either by telling Abel, 
the tree, and I did eat" (Gen. 3: 12). (Emphasis but not Cain, the rules of the House, or by hiding 
added.) the rules which only Abel, by a stroke of luck, 

Adam's point was simple: This woman that discovered and obeyed (Cf. Heb. 11:1, 4). This 
You, God, created, is so attractive to me that I drove Cain into a deep psychosis from which he 
put my relationship to her before my relationship never emerged (Gen. 4:6). 
with You. Armed with this testimony, the lawyer would 

While Eve was not as explicit as her husband, argue to the jury: 
she made the same point: "The serpent beguiled Cain, unable to please his autocratic Father 
me," reminding God that He had made the ser- who for no good reason respected Abel's offer
pent the most "subtil. .. of the beasts of the field" ing, and not Cain's (Gen. 4:3-5), was driven by 
Gen. 3:13, 1). (Emphasis added.) No wonder, his Father into taking his brother's life. 
Eve implied, that I believed the serpent, and not But the truth is that Cain had no excuse, for as 
You, God, and ate of the forbidden fruit. Jesus put it in Mark 7: 

In essence, Adam and Eve complained that There is nothing from without a man, that en-
God had not equipped them with some kind of tering into him can defile him: but the things that 
fail-safe device that would have prevented them come .. from within, out of the heart of men ... evil 
doing wrong. thoughts, murders ... these evil things come from 

God was not impressed. He held each of them within, and defile the man. (15, 21, 23) 
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This teaching of individual responsibility fol
lows from the Genesis account that mankind, in 
contrast with all other creatures, bears "the im
age of God," and, thereby, has the capacity and 
duty to rule over God's creation, in accordance 
with God's laws. (Gen. 1:26-28; 2: 8, 15-17). 

Modern man, however, has rejected the Gene
sis view of man, replacing it with the Darwinian 
view that man is only a highly complex animal, a 
product of an evolutionary process governed by 
genes and the environment. 

Having rejected the idea that man is created in 
God's image, lawyers and judges have searched 
in vain to justify holding any human being re
sponsible for making wrong choices. For years, 
legal scholars have fmessed this question by 
treating man as if he had "free will" even though 
the scientific experts say that he does not. 
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H.L.A. Hart, Punishment and Responsibility 
180-83 (1968). 

But the scientific evolutionary world view has 
penetrated so deep into American society that ju
ries are more and more susceptible to a defense 
lawyer's claim that, while his client did commit 
the crime charged, he should not be held respon
sible for it. What other explanation can there be 
for the two hung juries in the trials of Erik and 
Lyle Menendez? 

With cases such as these on the rise, Clarence 
Page, the Chicago Tribune columnist, has rightly 
concluded that America is rapidly proceeding to 
the point where justice will no longer be attain
able. That tide will turn only if God's view of 
man, not Steffens' or Darrow's, is once again 
embraced in the formation of public policy and in 
the administration of law. [] 

DEMOCRATJZING RUSSIA 
with Gai Ferdon 

After a little more than one year in office, the Clinton Administration has finally defined its over
arching foreign policy goal: to democratize the world. Under the rubric, U.S. Global Leadership for 
Democracy, Secretary of State, Warren Christopher, is firmly engaged in the spread of democratic 
ideals as the best security for America and the entire world. 

Nowhere is this strategy of pax democratica more important and pronounced than in the Admini
stration's approach to Russia. Its handling of NATO membership for the former Soviet satellites, the 
recent political victory of Vladimer Zhirinovsky, and the Aldrich Ames spy case indicate that the 
Clinton Administration will allow nothing to interfere with the pursuit of its pro-democracy doctrine. 

Recognizing the security vacuum left by the break-up of the Soviet empire, Poland, Hungary, the 
Czech Republic, and Slovakia requested formal NATO membership. Initially, they appeared to en
joy the support of Secretary Christopher, along with other top U. S. officials. Yet, membership was 
denied at the January 10, 1994 NATO summit in Brussels, in favor of a new Partnership for Peace. 

The mastermind behind this shift from NATO expansion to Russian appeasement was apparently 
Strobe Talbott, newly confirmed Deputy Secretary of State. A fellow Rhodes scholar and close 
friend of the President, Talbott strongly counseled against membership for "fear of antagonizing Rus
sia" and undermining reform. 

Talbott simply played Moscow's trump card, which had been handed to him by Yevginy Primakov, 
Director of the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service, in a report warning that should the emerging 
democracies of Eastern Europe be admitted to NATO, Russia would be forced to rethink her defense, 
slow democratic reform, and intensify her involvement in the internal affairs of the former republics. 
Current Digest of the Post Soviet Press, No. 47, 11-13 (Dec. 23, 1993). 

As for Zhirinovsky, the Administration has used his denunciations of U.S. interests, and his pro
nouncements of a new Russian expansionist agenda, to intensify efforts to obtain its aid packages "as 
a bulwark against anti-democratic elements in Russia." Cong. Quart. 77 (Jan. 15, 1994). 

While Clinton did act to deport Russian Intelligence Chief, Aleksandro Iosifovich Lysenko, the one 
strategically positioned by Moscow to assist Ames, the mole inside the CIA, he did not do so until af-
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ter he asked Russia to recall him. The Washing- Likewise, America's first President, George 
ton Times, 10 (Feb. 26, 1994). Washington, in his 1796 Farewell Address ob-

While Russia responded, in kind, by expelling served that "virtue or morality is a necessary 
America's Counselor at the U.S. Embassy in spring of popular government" and that "morality 
Moscow, the President assured the world that the can[ not] be maintained without religion." 
spy case should not "undermine in any way shape The Clinton administration's democratization 
or form the policy we have followed for the last policy, however, is premised upon progressive 
year toward President Yeltsin ... and the forces of and utopian notions of the perfectibility of man, 
change in Russia." Cong. Qua11. 482 (Feb. 26, if just the right institutions are put in place. 
1994). This, in turn, breeds the premise that civil gov-

That policy .-------------------------.. ernments possess 
has already The Clinton administration's democratization the redemptive 
yielded $2.5 bil- z· . . d capacity to bring 
li . fi . 1 po zcy .. . zs premzse unon. . . b ft 

1 on m mancta r a out peace 1 

aid to Russia the peifectibility of man. democratic revo-
[Cong. Quart. lutions. 
2658 (Oct. 2, 1993)], with a request for another 
$1 billion more for fiscal 1995. Cong. Quart. 
187 (Jan. 29, 1994). Clinton has convinced Con
gress, despite budget constraints and financial 
concerns at home, that vast amounts of financial 
and technical assistance to Russia are necessary 
to secure America's national security interests. 
He insisted that such massive aid transfers would 
substitute for defense expenditures by building a 
democratic, and therefore a friendly, Russia. 

But will the Clinton diplomacy for democracy 
produce the promised results? In the book, From 
Under the Rubble, Alexander Solzhenitsyn and 
other Russian authors, predict that the process of 
reform and regeneration of Russian society will 
be slow and painstaking. They claim that the im
position of political solutions will not be suffi
cient to extract Russia out from underneath the 
rubble of decades of Soviet domination . 

Nothing short of a moral revolution based upon 
Christian principles will, in their opinion, suc
ceed. While restructuring of the social order is 
critical, they conclude, "until we bring about a 
change in ourselves, even the best intentioned at
tempts to restructure anything 'from outside' by 
decree or by force are doomed at best to come to 
naught. ... " (p. 148) 

In other words, Solzhenitsyn and his colleagues 
recognize the reality of Russia's need for a spiri
tual transformation before there can be the kind 
of political and social change necessary to estab
lish a self-governing people. 

But does the United States, or any nation, have 
the economic and human resources needed to po
lice the world, much less to democratize Russia? 
Even if she did have the physical resources, is it 
the job of civil governments to redeem other na
tions that have been destroyed by corruption and 
falsehood? 

President Washington knew well that the wel
fare of other nations was not the business of the 
United States of America: 

The great rule of conduct for us, in regard to 
foreign nations, is, in extending our commercial 
relations, to have with them as little political 
connection as possible. 

The government of the United States is author
ized by the people to promote the general welfare 
and to secure the blessings of liberty of its own 
people, not that of the Russian nation or any 
other. Nation-states have jurisdiction over their 
own peoples, within their own boundaries, not 
over the peoples of other lands (Acts 17: 26). 

The Clinton Administration's global policy to 
democratize the nations will fail, just as other in
ternationalist efforts have failed in the past. 
While the Bible does call for the transformation 
of the nations, the Scriptures affirm that that task 
belongs to the Church, not to the State (Mt. 
26:18-20). 

The Church, alone, has authority in every na
tion, for she, and she alone, is directly ruled by 
the only One who has jurisdiction over all (I 
Tim. 6:15). [J 
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DEFINING RELIGION 

'"The realm of religion,"' Justice John Paul 
Stevens wrote in Wolman v. Walter, 433 U.S. 
229, 264 (1977), '"is where knowledge leaves 
off, and where faith begins .... '" 

With this definition of religion, Justice Stevens 
confidently concluded that all tax subsidies to any 
school with a "religious mission" was an uncon
stitutional establishment of religion, in violation 
of the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the 
U.S. Constitution. 

While Justice Stevens acknowledged that he 
had lifted his definition of religion from Clarence 
Darrow's argument in the Scopes evolution case 
in Dayton, Tennessee in 1924, he did not explain 
why a 20th century, atheist defense lawyer's defi
nition should control the meaning of a word con
tained in an 18th century document. 

Nor did Justice Stevens pause to consider 
whether Darrow's evolutionary epistemology, the 
product of the Darwinian revolution of the 
mid-nineteenth century, should be superimposed 
upon a document written in a day when intelli
gent men took the Bible, including the book of 
Genesis, as the fountainhead of knowledge for 
the establishment of a nation. W. Davis, Eastern 
& Western History, Thought and Culture 
1600-1815 241-68 (1993). 

For Justice Stevens it was simply axiomatic 
that the language of the U.S. Constitution should 
be understood not as it was written, but as it 
might have been written by men "enlightened" by 
the most recent developments in science. 

REUGION AND NO ESTABLISHMENT 

While no other justice joined Justice Stevens in 
his explicit endorsement of Darrow's dichotomy 
between knowledge and faith, the High Court has 
continuously ruled as if Darrow was right. States 
may use tax money to support "science," but not 
"religion," defining the latter category as any 
teaching based upon the Bible as revelation from 
God. Cf. Abington School Dist. v. Schempp, 374 
u.s. 203, 223-25 (1963) 
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Attempts to avoid this constitutional distinction 
between "science" and "religion" have led 
Christians to attempt to introduce the Genesis 
account of the origin of man and the universe as 
"creation science" and Hindu gurus to claim that 
transcendental meditation is .the "science of 
creative intelligence." 

But the Courts have pierced this scientific veil, 
uncovering the "true" religious purpose and 
nature of such efforts, and have held the the 
teaching of such viewpoints in the public schools 
to be an unconstitutional establishment of 
religion. Edwards v. Aguillard, 482 U.S. 578 
(1987); Malnak v. Yogi, 592 F. 2d 197 (3d Cir 
1979). 

Given such rulings it comes as no surprise that 
prayer is necessarily religious in purpose and 
effect, whereas the teaching of any subject based 
upon the scientific method is always assumed to 
be secular in purpose and effect. The former 
activities are banned as unconstituional, whereas 
the latter are not only permitted, but promoted. 
L. Tribe, American Constitutional Law 1169, 
1208-09 (2d ed 1988). 

Moreover, legislation may no longer be 
justified solely on the basis that it conforms with 
religious norms, but it must have an empirical 
foundation, lest it too be religious in purpose and 
effect and, therefore, unconstitutional. Id. at 
1205. 

( 
\ 

Clarence Darrow 
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REUGION AND FREE EXERCISE 
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professor . Laurence Tribe attempted just that, 
only to abandon the effort as "dubious" in light 

The Court has not, however, employed this of the constitutional text. L. Tribe, American 
secular/religious dichotomy as their working Constitutional Law 1186 (2d ed. 1988). 
defmition of religion in cases implicating the But the dual definitional approach to the mean
Free Exercise Clause. In Seeger v. U.S., 380 ing of religion in the First Amendment is not just 
U.S. 163 (1965), Justice TomC. Clark concluded doubtful, i~ is impermissible. The text reads as 
for a unanimous Court that "religious belief'' in- follows: "Congress shall make no law respecting 
eluded the faith of an agnostic so long as he held an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the 
to beliefs that "occupy the same place as the be- free exercise thereof ... " (Emphasis added.) 

~ef in a tra~i- [T]he single word "religion," "governs two ~s Justice 
tlonal de1ty • • • ' • Wiley B. Rut-
holds m the prohtbttions and governs them alike. It does not ledge wrote in 
lives" of a tradi- have two meanings, one narrow to forbid 'an Everson v. 
tional believer establishment' and another much broader for Board of Educa-
in God. . , heft . h' ... ~ , , ' tion, 330 U.S. 

The Court secunng t. 't!e exerctse t. ereq,. 1, 32 c1947), the 

borrowed this single word, "re-
definition of re- U.S. Justice Wiley B. Rutledge ligion," "gov-
ligion from Paul ems two prohi-
Tillich, a 20th century theologian. Tillich bitions and governs them alike. It does not have 
claimed that any matter deemed of "ultimate con- two meanings, one narrow to forbid 'an estab
cem" by any person was that person's religious lishment' and another, much broader, for secur
faith, even if it was not rooted in a belief in any ing 'the free exercise thereof.' 'Thereof' brings 
notion of God or immanence as such. P. Tillich, down 'religion' with its entire and exact content, 
The Shakings of Foundations 57 (1948). no more and no less, from the first into the sec-

Five years later, the Court found that this "ul- ond guaranty .... " 
timate concern" test was met even by a person Not only does the text demand one definition 
who explicitly denied that his belief was "relig- of religion, so do the rules of logic. If a belief 
ious" or that he believed in a Supreme Being. It may qualify as "religion" for Free Exercise pur
was enough that the person held a principled, poses, even if rooted in scientific principle, as the 
rather than an expedient, objection to obeying a Court implied in Welsh, then why should not be
law. Welsh v. U.S., 398 U.S. 333 (1970). lief in evolutionary science not also qualify as 

This subjective approach to defining religion "religion" for Establishment purposes. If the 
has come to dominate the Court's application of Court followed elementary rules of logic, then it 
the Free Exercise Clause. In cases like Sherbert should forbid the teaching of science in the public 
v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398 (1963) and Wisconsin v. schools by anyone who embraces it as true, or by 
Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1973), the Court has de- anyone who claims the scientific method to be the 
veloped a set of inquiries designed to insure that key to all truth. 
a person's objection to a particular civil duty is The Court, however, has avoided this logical 
rooted in norms that transcend expedience. dilemma by fmessing the question, treating sci

TWO DEFINITIONS OR ONLY ONE 

Can the Court justify defining religion one 
way for Establishment Clause cases, but another 
way for Free Exercise challenges? In his first 
edition of American Constitutional Law, Harvard 

ence as self-evidently "secular" and the Bible as 
self-evidently "religious." Tribe has defended 
the Court's habit of not defining religion in Es
tablishment Clause cases on the ground that it 
gives the Court leeway to change its rulings de
pending upon what popular opinion considers 
"religiously significant." Because people's views 
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change over time, the Court will never find itself 
bound by any precedent, having never adopted a 
definitive meaning of the term. L. Tribe, Ameli
can Constitutional Law, supra, at 1187. 

THE ORIGINAL DEFINITION 
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{E.g., Article II, Massachusetts Declaration of 
Rights in Sources of our Liberties, supra, at 
374}, but not for religion, per se. 

That religion included more than worship, and 
even more then profession of religious faith, was 
made abundantly clear in the fight that Thomas 
Jefferson and James Madison waged to achieve 

But America's founders had a very definite their goal to disestablish religion in Virginia. Ti
meaning in mind when they placed the word, re- tus, "No Taxation or Subsidization," supra, 22 
ligion, in the First Amendment. As Justice Hugo Cumberland L. Rev. at 506-08, 510-11. 
L. Black wrote for the majority in Everson v. In the preamble of his 1786 Bill for Establish
Board of Education, 330 U.S. 1 (1947), the First ing Religious Freedom, Jefferson wrote that all 
Amendment religion clauses were derived spe- opinions, including religious ones, were outside 

cifically . ~rom That religion, or the duty we owe to our Creator, and the jursidiction 
the constituuon- the manner of discharging it, can be directed only by of the State. Be-
al and statutory d . . by fi . l d cause Almighty 
policy of one of reason an convzctwn, not o~ce or vw ence; an God had created 
the original thir- therefore all men are equally entuled to the free the mind free, 
teen states, the exercise of religion, according to the dictates of he concluded 
Commonwealth conscience.... that the State 
of Virginia. Article /, Section 16, Virginia Constitution (1776) had no power 

Justice Black "to compel a 
and the Court were right. Only Virginia had man to furnish contributions of money for the 
adopted the twin principles of free exercise and propagation of opinions," religious or otherwise. 
no establishment of religion. All of the other In support of this position, Madison wrote in 
states had endorsed the policies of toleration, in- his famous Memorial and Remonstrance that a 
stead of free exercise, and of no preference, in- man's opinions were within the realm of religion, 
stead of no establishment. Titus, "No Taxation i.e., subject only to the Great Governor of the 
or Subsidization: Two Indispensable Principles universe. Because all opinions, not just religious 
of Freedom of Religion," 22 Cunzberland L. ones, were subject only to reason and conviction, 
Rev. 505 (1992). they were immune from civil power. That im-

But Justice Black ignored that Virginia had munity, in turn, had been secured by Article I, 
also explicitly defined religion in Article I, Sec- Section 16 of the Virginia Constitution. 
tion 16 of its 1776 Constitution. That Section 
stated that religion was "the duty that we owe to 
our Creator" which can only be discharged "by 
reason and conviction, not by force or violence." 
Sources of Our Liberties 312 (Perry, ed. 1978). 

Only after defining religion objectively, that 
is, in terms of the nature of the duty owed to the 
Creator, could Virginia's founding statesmen 
have guaranteed absolute security for the free ex
ercise of religion. 

The other state constitutions afforded absolute 
protection for "religious worship" {E.g., Section 
2, Delaware Declaration of Rights (Sept. 11, 
1776) in Sources of Our Liberties, supra, at 
338}, or for "religious profession of sentiments" 

CONCLUSION 

The word, religion, then is a jurisdictional 
term designed to separate from civil power all 
duties owed exclusively to the Creator. Those 
duties, by definition, are the ones subject only to 
reason and conviction which, according to the 
revelation of the Creator, include "all truth," not 
just "religious" truth (John 16:13). 

As for other duties encompassed by religion, 
they too are to be determined by the revealed law 
of the Creator, not by any individual's profession 
of faith, or by popular perception, as modern 
Courts and commentators have claimed. D 
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PROMISE FOR 
THE FUTURE? 

By Marilyn J. Titus 

Sitting in the auditorium of a state university, I 
looked around as shtdents filed in to fill it to 
capacity. I felt uncomfortable. Many of the 
students dressed in bazarre clothes. Men wore 
earrings. Several looked unhealthy. 

These were today's youth--our "promise for 
the future." Our tax money was being spent to 
educate them. Today it was quite evident that 
they were being educated to be homosexuals. 
The topic was "Redefining the Family." 

A lesbian was the main speaker. She was 
petite, nice looking, high-soft voice. Her hair 
cut like a man and her dress like a man, she 
appealed to the audience to accept her as having 
a "loving" relationship with another woman, her 
lover. 

It was unfair, she stated, to deny to her the 
benefits that come with the definition of family 
If her lover died, she felt she had a right to 
inherit the estate in the same way as any spouse. 
Likewise, should they desire children, she and 
her lover should be allowed to raise children just 
like anyone else. After all, she reasoned, what 
was so great about a father that sexually abused 
his daughter. Surely she and her lover could be 
better parents than that. 

Also on the program was a psychologist who 
stated that there were 6 to 14 million children 
already being raised in homosexual families! He 
gave no support for this obviously inflated 
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statistic, even when challenged. But the modera
tor allowed it to stand. 

Even more dangerous to the minds and emo
tions of these college students was an ACLU at
torney who was good looking, bubbly-animated, 
and quick to make an intelligent sounding re
mark. 

Later, it was our responsibility to go to dinner 
with these people and the organizers of the pro
gram as my husband was a speaker for the Bibli
cal perspective (which clearly was the unpopular 
side). 

I dreaded having to go. If they would have 
known my feelings, I would have been labeled a 
"homophobe." Nevertheless, I don't at all hold 
back telling people that I find homosexuality and 
those who endorse it to be disgusting. I didn't 
expect to enjoy the dinner. What surprised me, 
however, was to see the male students treat the 
lesbian like a celebrity. They went out of their 
way to greet her, sit by her, lean over the table to 
listen to her. 

The schools are succeeding. With your tax 
money and mine they have transformed young 
American men from what they call "homo
phobes" into men that desire a relationship with a 
lesbian. It's time to fight back or there will be 
no hope for the "promise for the future." D 

Those who assert that human beings may 
choose for themselves how to express their 

sexuality presuppose that human beings 
are self-defining projections in a universe 

devoid of purpose with the power to 
control their own destinies. These claims 

are denwnstrably untrue. 
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